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Passing Time on a
Mountain
Building walls and reaching beyond them on Denali
Brian J. Glenn
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“D

id you make the summit?” This was always the first question
I was asked after returning from Denali, and rightly so, since
climbing the mountain was the goal, after all. The question is the gateway
to the climber telling a story, and the part of my climb I found the most
compelling was not directly related to climbing. It was how we spent our
time on the mountain when we weren’t climbing.
There are many elements to climbing a tall mountain. One is the act of
climbing itself. Making one’s way up a can be extremely demanding. Climbing
at altitude demands a fairly hefty dose of fitness, both physical and mental,
and it can be quite a challenge. At times on cloudless days, the sun felt like an
oven on our faces, while at other times we faced subzero temperatures. The
thin air made even routine carries into extremely challenging ones. Having to
climb roped meant staying 30 or so feet away from partners while maintaining
their pace, which was often tedious and frustrating. Climbing, though, is just
one element of mountaineering, and what many do not realize is that only a
very small percentage of the time spent on a mountain is devoted to moving
up or down it.
By far and away, the vast majority of time on an expedition is spent in
camp, keeping one’s body and mind happy and healthy. In 2009, I spent
May 22 to June 10 climbing Mount Denali (a.k.a. Mount McKinley) via
the West Buttress route. Of the twenty days we spent on the glacier from
the time we flew in to when we flew out, we spent seven full days in camp
without climbing at all. But this understates the picture, because on five
additional days we climbed up and returned in just a few hours to cache or
retrieve supplies. In essence, we spent the better part of eleven out of twenty
days in one camp or another on Denali, which left us with a lot of time of
our hands.
A successful climb entails luck with the weather combined with a fit and
skillful party. A happy climb (whether it is successful or not) involves the
construction of a series of relationships between each climber and the others
in the party, perhaps others outside the party, the neighboring mountains,
and of course, the mountain itself. This element of relationship building is
rarely discussed, although it is extremely important.
Climbers knew that this stunning view from a high camp on Mount McKinley, of a
lenticular cloud over Mount Crosson, actually was a harbinger of bad weather.
BRIAN J. GLENN
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Walls: Dividing and Uniting
The West Buttress route up Denali has three main camps at 11,000, 14,200,
and 17,200 feet, each below a steep pitch just beyond it. Because of high
winds, our party spent four nights at each of those camps, and also because
of the winds, we needed to build very tall and very strong walls out of ice
blocks to protect ourselves and our tents. Teams bring up ice saws, which
have straight blades and are about fourteen inches long. After we cleared the
soft snow off the ground just outside of the site, we thrust the blades into the
packed snow and cut out blocks about two and a half feet long and twelve
inches or so wide and deep. The goal was to get especially strong blocks for
the bottom portion of the wall to form a solid foundation because the wall
would have to withstand winds of 70 miles per hour or stronger, and the
last thing one wanted was one’s wall collapsing in on the tent in the middle
of the night during a windstorm, as happened to a team ahead of us one
windy day.
Like most teams, mine never built a site from scratch; instead, we always
managed to grab a spot from a team that had just departed and then touched
things up. This meant releveling the tent spots with a little more soft snow here
and there, and fixing up the walls with new blocks of snow where needed. The
big nemesis of walls was not wind but rather the sun, which, as I mentioned
earlier, can be extremely powerful at altitude. The sun could be so strong that
a climber might not be able to open his or her eyes, even for a few seconds,
and it could melt blocks of snow as quickly as it does at ground level in the
late spring, so we had to touch up even the strongest walls every few days if
the sun had been beaming directly on them.
Even though walls could last a couple of days without being tended to,
many teams rebuilt at least part of their walls every single day, as mine did, to
keep ourselves busy. The last thing we wanted, even on a “rest” day, was to be
inactive. At altitude, we were always trying to balance acclimatizing on one
hand and allowing ourselves to recover on the other. Building walls was the
perfect compromise, because it forced our bodies to move and challenged the
system to adapt to lower levels of oxygen while still being relatively easy on
the legs.
Building walls helped draw us closer as a team. Although the work was
tedious at times and there was a lot of bending and lifting, there was also
something remotely fun in handing off snow blocks in a bucket-brigade line,
and seeing our collective efforts help turn an inhospitable environment into
a safe one. Our walls also helped create a sense of place. Instead of setting up
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tents in an open snowfield with no privacy or space of one’s own, walls created safe places to leave backpacks so that they would not blow away and a
feeling of having some space on the huge mountain that belonged just to us.
Some teams brought flags from their home countries, and even the slightest
breeze set the camp flapping.
Yet just as walls can bring a team together, they also separate it from the
others on the mountain. On Denali, where 50 climbers—and easily more
than 100 if the weather prevents people from moving up—routinely fill a
camp, teams often set up their campsites side by side with barely a few feet
between each other’s tents on opposite sides of a wall. The distance could feel
like miles, and just as the space inside a team’s walls could start to feel like
one’s own, the space outside became, in effect, someone else’s. Although walls
could divide teams into groups of strangers (or give proof that that is in fact
the case), they also gave us an opportunity to get to know one another by
encouraging visitations, which became almost formal and ritualistic events.

Socializing
My climb up Denali was both exciting and enervating. In camp, I would look
around at all the people who had invested their year’s vacation time, not to
mention thousands of dollars in airfare, supplies, and gear, to fly to the edge
of the world to climb up a mountain, and I would wonder in amazement
at what we were all doing there. It was quite insane on one level, but the
oddity and the enormity of the venture linked us together in some grand
manner. Nobody was competing on a mountain like Denali. At least with
those following the West Buttress route, which more than a thousand attempt
each summer, none were seeking fame or glory through a “first” attempt,
and thus the lack of competitiveness liberated us to enjoy each other’s
company. We were all aiming for the same goal, and we all wanted each other
to succeed.
The other climbers welcomed me when I visited their campsites after dinner. The “where are you from?” conversations often led to us discovering some
connection, often because that climber went to college in Boston, where I
live. We discussed the next day’s weather at levels typically reserved for the
Talmud, and I quickly learned that if I really wanted to get a conversation
off the ground, I would ask about the merits of the team’s tents. Love them
or hate them, climbers talk endlessly about their tents. I personally became
obsessed with Hillebergs, which were long, red, one-piece tents that could
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have absolutely huge vestibules on them. Complete strangers would invite me
in to their Hillebergs, and we would talk about ventilation and whether it was
too much tent for one person to carry.
The camp at 14,200 feet also had a large and elaborate snow cave, and
the gentleman inhabiting it at the time was more than happy to give my
friend and me a tour. Purely by coincidence, my tentmate was married to a
Polish woman who just happened to come from the same city as a team of
Polish climbers, and despite the limits of language on both sides, this information was able to be conveyed, with the mandatory consumption of vodka
following.
	On the days we spent in camp, we would start building walls around
1 p.m., so after breakfast, people had the morning to themselves. We had
brought up a dining fly, and after breakfast, I found that I almost always
had it entirely to myself while the rest of the party went back to their tents. I
would sit in the dining fly and read, listening to its nylon flapping in the breeze,
or to the clinking sounds of other climbers working with their gear nearby.
Bound books are quickly becoming passé on mountains, being replaced by
e-books, or audio books, or movies viewed on iPods. Solar chargers get plenty
of sunlight at altitude, but because they have to be outside, the batteries can
have trouble charging if the temperature is very low. Instead, most people
brought up AA batteries and put them in chargers that transferred the energy
from the batteries into their iPods. Folks seemed quite pleased with the way
that worked. I personally still take pleasure in holding a book, and found
it entirely worth the effort to carry up Forever on the Mountain (Norton,
2007), James M. Tabor’s exhaustive account of the greatest mountaineering
accident to have occurred on Denali. Although dark, the account of what
those twelve climbers had to do to get up the mountain absolutely enthralled
me. Sitting in all of my expensive gear surrounded by well over 50 people in
each of the three main camps, I wondered what my experience would be like
had there just been eleven others on this massive mountain.
	One snowy morning I went out for a walk through camp and saw a figure
standing all alone in the middle of a path. Her name was Sunny, and she and
I became friends for the rest of the climb. Sunny was climbing with two other
people from her outing club and they didn’t have a dining fly, which for her
meant either being in their four-person tent or being outside in the elements.
Our team’s dining fly meant my new friend could at least sit down “inside”
for a while in a spot other than her tent, if for no other purpose than to get
a change of scenery. I taught Sunny how to play cribbage, we discovered we
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used the same book for classes we taught at our respective universities, and we
would give each other a wave leaving and entering camp. It never amounted
to anything more than that, and we didn’t keep in touch after the climb,
but of course, we didn’t need to; Denali was its own place at a time when
the outside world and everyone’s lives in it retreated from view, if only for a
few weeks.
That is not to say that the outside world did not matter to us, but it
came to matter in a different way. Sports scores, friends' birthdays, work,
gardens, and all the other people, events, and hobbies that are constructed
to be “important” in our day-to-day lives were, if not forgotten, then at least
out of reach on the mountain. Yet we still carried our personae with us. The
conversations we had, the personalities we had developed over lifetimes, the
intellect we brought (or didn’t), and the senses of humor we possessed all
shaped our experiences on the mountain more so, as odd as it is to say, than
did the mountain itself.

The Mountains
Big mountains can be so huge that it can be very hard for the climber to get
a good sense of the one he or she is on. Sometimes the eye literally cannot see
widely enough to take in the entire massif. At others, significant portions of
it can be hidden from view by ridgelines. Big mountains are just so enormous
that they are hard to see in full perspective. But not so for their neighboring
peaks, and thus it has struck me that climbers often spent significant amounts
of time looking out at other mountains rather than up at the one they were
climbing. On Kilimanjaro, the mountain I saw for hours upon hours every
day—the companion I woke to every morning—was not Kilimanjaro but
rather its neighbor, the beautiful Mount Meru. Likewise, on Denali, my constant companion was the stunning Mount Foraker, a towering 17,400-foot
pyramid some fourteen miles away. In a world so far north that it never got
darker than twilight, one could walk out in the middle of the night and still
see that magnificent mountain off in the distance. It was a delight to get up
in the morning and see it shining in the sunlight, and on our final night on
the mountain, when the rest of my team had headed off for bed, I unzipped
the fly on the dining tent, and spent some quiet minutes looking out at that
peak, which is the most beautiful I have ever seen.
Foraker sits off in the distance almost directly away from Denali in either
the 14 or 17 camp. One of my favorite pictures from the climb is of a forbidding
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lenticular cloud hanging over Mount Crosson, connected to Foraker by the
Sultana Ridge. (See page 72.) To the untrained eye, the view is so peaceful,
like the mountain got cold and put a hat on its head. But as we looked at
Mount Foraker, the conversation centered on the party attempting to climb
it at that time and what it meant for us if the winds shifted in our direction,
because lenticular clouds are harbingers of storms about to hit.
The final relationship one develops is with the mountain itself. The act
of climbing changed from day to day as the air got thinner, the snow melted
over the day, or as new snow landed or settled. We were constantly reminded
that the air was thin and that the mountain needed to be shown respect. To be
in thin air meant constantly having to remember to move slowly. The simple
act of bending down too quickly to tie my laces could send the world spinning, and I suspect the number of people waking up hypoxic in the morning
was probably higher than many would admit. In plain English, when we
nestled into our nice big, warm sleeping bags, our bodies relaxed, and when
we hid our heads in the collars, we simply did not take in enough oxygen.
As a result, people routinely woke up with headaches, much like a hangover.
Eventually, each of us came to learn how to move on Denali: actions slowed
down, normally simple acts like dashing out to empty one’s bladder were
thought through a bit more (Can I dash out in just my puffy pants and down
jacket, or do I need more layers?), and the process of something so routine
as boiling water turned into an event of its own, literally taking hours. In
short, life changed to accommodate the mountain. After a while, I found we
stopped talking about much else than the mountain and our lives on it.
	On the West Buttress route, we could not see the peak until summit day
itself, so for us, “the mountain” came to be defined more as the next stage of
the climb. At 11,000 feet, the mountain of our interest was all about the route
to 14,200 camp. At 14 camp, it was all about the 17,200 camp. At 17 camp, it
was all about the snow streaming off the windy ridge above us. The mountain
is so big that one could easily (and joyously) be swept away by its grandeur.
The camp 3,000 feet down that takes just a few hours to get to but which
looks so distant becomes a spectacle. On the West Buttress route, the 17 camp
is almost directly above the 14 camp, and in the evenings especially, those at
17,200 feet would find our way to the overlook to gape in awe of where we
had come from down below.
Yet there was also tremendous beauty in the sublime. The mountain was
filled with subtle treats for those open to seeing them. The festival of colors
from the tents contrasting against the snow. The feel of the sun against one’s
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face. The gentle flapping of a tent in the breeze, or the vision of flags marking a cache billowing in the wind. That for me was the great joy of taking a
walk alone through camp: seeing some small vision in the foreground, with
some stunningly beautiful mountain range off in the distance. The grandeur
was not found in one or the other, but rather being in a setting where one
could experience nature in all its glory, and seeing humans live in coexistence
with it.
Climbers go to the mountains to reach the summit, and I am proud my
team succeeded in doing so. But I must say, the summit was the least interesting part for me. I am very happy I made it—just to be clear—but for me,
climbing Denali was about the entire experience: hauling myself and my gear
up a tall mountain, meeting so many fascinating people, living briefly in a
stunningly beautiful part of the world. For all of the challenges and deprivations that coincide with climbing a tall peak, there are many joys as well, and
those come—at least for me—less from reaching the summit than from the
relationships I made along the way.

BRIAN GLENN is a member of the Political Science Department at Suffolk University and research fellow at the Insurance Law Center, University of Connecticut
School of Law. He is a four-season leader with the Appalachian Mountain Club’s
Boston Chapter and has chaired the chapter’s winter hiking program.
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